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Reimagining Child Soldiers in International Law and Policy
2012-01-26

child soldiers are generally perceived as faultless passive victims this ignores that the
roles of child soldiers vary from innocent abductee to wilful perpetrator this book argues
that child soldiers should be judged on their actions and that treating them like a homogenous
group prevents them from taking responsibility for their acts

Child Soldiers 1994

in this path breaking study professor goodwin gill and dr cohn assess the status of the child
soldier in international law and highlight the ways in which international humanitarian law
fails to provide effective protection particularly in the internal conflicts which are the
most common battlefields today based upon empirical data gathered from places of conflict all
over the world the authors examine the consequences for child soldiers their families and
communities of their participation in armed conflict they conclude their study with practical
suggestions for preventing recruitment and call for a more coherent policy of treatment for
those children who have participated in acts of violence book jacket title summary field
provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

Child Soldiers and the Defence of Duress under International
Criminal Law 2019-07-05

this book investigates the use of duress as a defence in international criminal law
specifically in cases of child soldiers the prosecution of children for international crimes
often only focuses on whether children can and should be prosecuted under international law
however it is rarely considered what would happen to these children at the trial stage this
work offers a nuanced approach towards international prosecution and considers how children
could be implicated and defended in international courts this study will be of interest to
academics and practitioners working in international criminal law transitional justice and
children s rights

Corporate Soldiers and International Security 2006-06-07

this book traces the history of private military companies with a special focus on uk private
forces christopher kinsey examines the mercenary companies that filled the ranks of many
european armies right up to the 1850s the organizations that operated in africa in the 1960s
and early 1970s the rise of legally established private military companies in the late 1970s
and early 1980s and today s private and important actors in international security and post
conflict reconstruction he shows how and why the change from the mercenary organizations of
the 1960s and 1970s came about as the increasing newness of private military companies came to
be recognised it then examines how pmcs have been able to impact upon international security
finally kinsey looks at the type of problems and advantages that can arise for organizations
that decide to use private military companies and how they can make an unique contribution to
international security corporate soldiers and international security will be of great interest
to all students of international politics security studies and war studies

Soldiers on International Missions 2019-07-24

this book investigates how the lives of soldiers deployed on international missions are
affected during deployment and after returning home to family work and civilian life analyses
are based on unique longitudinal data comprehensive and deep interviews making it possible to
follow the impact of deployment on a broad range of life outcomes

International Law and Child Soldiers 2017-01-26

this book commences with an analysis of the current state of child soldiering internationally
thereafter the proscriptive content of contemporary norms on the prohibition of the use and
recruitment of child soldiers is evaluated so as to determine whether these norms are capable
of better enforcement an issues based approach is adopted in terms of which no specific regime
of law such as international humanitarian law ihl is deemed dominant instead universal and
regional human rights law international criminal law and ihl are assessed cumulatively so as
to create a mutually reinforcing web of protection ultimately it is argued that the effective
implementation of child soldier prohibitive norms does not require major changes to any entity
or functionary engaged in such prevention rather it requires the constant reassessment and
refinement of all such entities and functionaries and here some changes are suggested
international judicial quasi judicial and non judicial entities and functionaries most
relevant to child soldier prevention are critically assessed ultimately the conclusions
reached are assessed in light of a case study on the use and recruitment of child soldiers in



the democratic republic of the congo

Children at War 2015-03-04

children at war is the first comprehensive book to examine the growing and global use of
children as soldiers p w singer an internationally recognized expert in twenty first century
warfare explores how a new strategy of war utilized by armies and warlords alike has targeted
children seeking to turn them into soldiers and terrorists singer writes about how the first
american serviceman killed by hostile fire in afghanistan a green beret was shot by a fourteen
year old afghan boy how suspected militants detained by u s forces in iraq included more than
one hundred children under the age of seventeen and how hundreds who were taken hostage in
thailand were held captive by the rebel god s army led by twelve year old twins interweaving
the voices of child soldiers throughout the book singer looks at the ways these children are
recruited abducted trained and finally sent off to fight in war torn hot spots from colombia
and the sudan to kashmir and sierra leone he writes about children who have been indoctrinated
to fight u s forces in iraq and afghanistan of iraqui boys between the ages of ten and fifteen
who had been trained in military arms and tactics to become saddam hussein s ashbal saddam
lion cubs of young refugees from pakistani madrassahs who were recruited to help bring the
taliban to power in the afghan civil war the author national security fellow at the brookings
institution and director of the brookings project on u s policy towards the islamic world
explores how this phenomenon has come about and how social disruptions and failures of
development in modern third world nations have led to greater global conflict and an
instability that has spawned a new pool of recruits he writes about how technology has made
today s weapons smaller and lighter and therefore easier for children to carry and handle how
one billion people in the world live in developing countries where civil war is part of
everyday life and how some children without food clothing or family have volunteered as
soldiers as their only way to survive finally singer makes clear how the u s government and
the international community must face this new reality of modern warfare how those who benefit
from the recruitment of children as soldiers must be held accountable how western militaries
must be prepared to face children in battle and how rehabilitation programs can undo this
horrific phenomenon and turn child soldiers back into children

The Child and the World 2020

however unthinkable child soldiers may be within a generalized conception of childhood they
are not imaginary figures rather they are a constant in almost every armed conflict around the
world the participation of children in wars may question the idea of childhood as a once upon
a time story with a happy and predictable ending disrupting the natural idea of a protected
and innocent childhood and also eliciting fear uncertainty revulsion horror and sorrow using
the perspectives of both childhood studies and critical approaches to international relations
jana tabak explores the constructions of child soldiers as children at risk and at the same
time risky children more specifically the child and the world aims both to problematize the
boundaries that articulate child soldiers as necessarily deviant and pathological in relation
to normal children and to show how these specific limits participate in the re production and
promotion of a particular version of the international political order in this sense the focus
of this work is not on investigating child soldiers lives and experiences per se but on their
presumed threatening feature as they depart from the protected territory of childhood
disquieting everyday international life

Child Soldiers as Agents of War and Peace 2017-08-19

this book deals with child soldiers involvement in crimes under international law child
soldiers are often victims of grave human rights abuses and yet in some cases they also
participate actively in inflicting violence upon others nonetheless the international
discourse on child soldiers often tends to ignore the latter dimension of children s
involvement in armed conflict and instead focuses exclusively on their role as victims while
it might seem as though the discourse is therefore beneficial for child soldiers as it
protects them from blame and responsibility it is important to realize that the so called
passive victim narrative entails various adverse consequences which can hinder the successful
reintegration of child soldiers into their families communities and societies this book aims
to address this dilemma first the available options for dealing with child soldiers
participation in crimes under international law such as transitional justice and criminal
justice and their shortcomings are analyzed in depth subsequently a new approach is developed
towards achieving accountability in a child adequate way which is called restorative
transitional justice this book is in the first place aimed at researchers with an interest in
child soldiers children and armed conflict as well as international criminal law transitional
justice juvenile justice restorative justice children s rights and international human rights
law secondly professionals working on issues of transitional justice juvenile justice
international criminal law children s rights and the reintegration of child soldiers will also
find the subject matter of great relevance to their practice dr leonie steinl ll m columbia is
a researcher and lecturer at the faculty of law of the humboldt universität in berlin



Armed Groups and International Legitimacy 2022-08-29

this book analyses the issue of child soldiers in order to understand how armed groups engage
with international organizations to gain international legitimacy the work examines why some
armed groups follow the rules of international humanitarian law and others do not it argues
that armed groups in conflicts around the world engage with international organizations in
order to gain international legitimacy and to show they are following the laws of war by
examining the issue of child soldiers in contemporary armed conflict the volume establishes a
typology of which groups will engage with international actors and follow the laws of war and
which will not the main aim of the book is to understand the rationality of even the most
violent of actors and to understand when and how armed groups can be encouraged to follow the
laws of war the work draws from extensive primary research conducted among armed groups in
syria and myanmar including al qaeda the islamic state and the many small ethnic insurgent
groups of myanmar this book will be of much interest to students of war and conflict studies
security studies international humanitarian law and international relations

Corporate Soldiers and International Security 2006

this book traces the history of private military companies with a special focus on uk private
forces christopher kinsey examines the mercenary companies that filled the ranks of many
european armies right up to the 1850s the organizations that operated in africa in the 1960s
and early 1970s the rise of legally established private military companies in the late 1970s
and early 1980s and today s private and important actors in international security and post
conflict reconstruction he shows how and why the change from the mercenary organizations of
the 1960s and 1970s came about as the increasing newness of private military companies came to
be recognised it then examines how pmcs have been able to impact upon international security
finally kinsey looks at the type of problems and advantages that can arise for organizations
that decide to use private military companies and how they can make an unique contribution to
international security corporate soldiers and international securitywill be of great interest
to all students of international politics security studies and war studies

Civil-military Cooperation in International Interventions 2022

the context of cimic role role conflict and effectiveness the military role and identity cimic
role expectations role conflict in cimic conclusions and final remarks

True Stories of Teen Soldiers 2017-12-15

around the world young people under the age of eighteen serve in militaries and as part of
armed groups their experiences vary from carefully controlled such as the stories of sixteen
year old soldiers in the british armed forces to harrowing such as the cases of teens who are
forced to take up arms or face violence to themselves or their families this book spans the
globe looking at the experiences of young soldiers to contextualize their role in world events
relate the circumstances of their daily lives and help readers understand how teen soldiers
lives are similar to other teens in ways both big and small

Young Soldiers 2004

it is estimated that more than 300 000 children are involved in armed conflicts throughout the
world the vast majority through forced labour this publication contains the personal views and
experiences of child soldiers highlighting a number of factors contributing to their
participation including the socio economic and political environment and their vulnerable
personal circumstances as well as how diverse risk factors interact these personal stories
also draw attention to the gender dimensions of the problem and to concept of child soldiers
volunteering in armed conflict situations the book then goes on to explore key factors in the
development of a comprehensive strategy to tackle the problem including addressing issues of
breakdown of law and order availability of weapons extreme forms of social exclusion including
poverty and inequality lack of educational opportunities widespread child abuse and child
labour the publication includes profiles of conflict situations in afghanistan colombia the
congo northern ireland sierra leone south africa and sri lanka

They Fight Like Soldiers, They Die Like Children 2010-11-04

in conflicts around the world there is an increasingly popular weapon system that needs
negligible technology is simple to sustain has unlimited versatility and an incredible
capacity for both loyalty and barbarism what are these cheap renewable plentiful sophisticated
and expendable weapons children this important book is part of a passionate personal mission
against the use of child soldiers by the three star general who commanded the un mission in
rwanda when romeo dallaire was tasked with achieving peace there in 1994 he and his force
found themselves caught up in a vortex of civil war and genocide he left rwanda a broken man



disillusioned suicidal a story he told in the award winning international sensation shake
hands with the devil now in they fight like soldiers they die like children dallaire provides
an emotionally daring and intellectually enlightening introduction to the child soldier
phenomenon as well as concrete solutions for its total eradication dallaire speaks up for
those without a voice children in conflicts around the globe who do not choose to fight but
who through ill fate and the accident of birth find their way into soldiering this is a book
that addresses one of the most harrowing urgent and important issues of our time

Child Soldiers in the Age of Fractured States 2010

current global estimates of children engaged in warfare range from 200 000 to 300 000 children
s roles in conflict range from armed and active participants to spies cooks messengers and sex
slaves child soldiers in the age of fractured states examines the factors that contribute to
the use of children in war the effects of war upon children and the perpetual cycle of warfare
that engulfs many of the world s poorest nations the contributors seek to eliminate myths of
historic or culture based violence and instead look to common traits of chronic poverty and
vulnerable populations individual essays examine topics such as the legal and ethical aspects
of child soldiering internal un debates over enforcement of child protection policies economic
factors increased access to small arms displaced populations resource endowments forced
government conscription rebel enforced quota systems motivational techniques employed in
recruiting children and the role of girls in conflict the contributors also offer viable
policies to reduce the recruitment of child soldiers such as the protection of refugee camps
by outside forces naming and shaming and criminal prosecution by international tribunals
finally they focus on ways to reintegrate former child soldiers into civil society in the
aftermath of war

The Legitimate Use of Military Force 2008

throughout human history scholars statesmen and military leaders have attempted to define what
constitutes the legitimate use of armed force by one community against another this volume
brings together an internationally recognized team of scholars to explore the philosophical
and societal foundations of just war tradition

Privatizing War 2013-03-07

a growing number of states use private military and security companies pmscs for a variety of
tasks which were traditionally fulfilled by soldiers this book provides a comprehensive
analysis of the law that applies to pmscs active in situations of armed conflict focusing on
international humanitarian law it examines the limits in international law on how states may
use private actors taking the debate beyond the question of whether pmscs are mercenaries the
authors delve into issues such as how pmscs are bound by humanitarian law whether their staff
are civilians or combatants and how the use of force in self defence relates to direct
participation in hostilities a key issue for an industry that operates by exploiting the right
to use force in self defence throughout the authors identify how existing legal obligations
including under state and individual criminal responsibility should play a role in the
regulation of the industry

Children 1998-01-01

1 the global picture

Soldiers and Diplomacy in Burma 2013-06-10

soldiers and diplomacy addresses the key question of the ongoing role of the military in
burmaÍs foreign policy the authors a political scientist and a former top asia editor for the
bbc provide a fresh perspective on burmaÍs foreign and security policies which have shifted
between pro active diplomacies of neutralism and non alignment and autarkical policies of
isolation and xenophobic nationalism they argue that important elements of continuity underlie
burmaÍs striking postcolonial policy changes and contrasting diplomatic practices among the
defining factors here are the formidable dominance of the burmese armed forces over state
structure the enduring domestic political conundrum and the peculiar geography of a country
located at the crossroads of india china and southeast asia egreteau and jagan argue that the
burmese military still has the tools needed to retain their praetorian influence over the
countryÍs foreign policy in the post junta context of the 2010s for international policymakers
potential foreign investors and burmaÍs immediate neighbors this will have strong implications
in terms of the countryÍs foreign policy approach



How Western Soldiers Fight 2018-06-07

this study of military routines is vital for understanding why soldiers from western
democracies participating in multinational missions vary in their use of force

Military Justice 2022-03-10

while military law is often narrowly understood and studied as the specific and specialist
laws processes and institutions governing service personnel this accessible book takes a
broader approach examining military justice from a wider consideration of the rights and
duties of government and soldiers engaged in military operations by exploring the relationship
between the military and society nigel d white develops a nuanced rationale for military
justice making the case for both the continuation of military justice and key reforms he
analyses the military s place in society and recognises the wider influences of justice and
law upon it throughout the book military justice is framed broadly to cover all relevant laws
including service law constitutional law the law of armed conflict international human rights
law and international criminal law this discussion is supported with analysis of a range of
jurisprudence from domestic and international courts the book considers the legal problems
that arise in different military contexts as well as positioning military justice as a balance
between the rights and duties of government and those of soldiers tackling an important and
timely topic military justice will be key reading for academics researchers and students
within the fields of human rights public international law conflict and security law and
especially those with an interest in service law military history and war studies it will also
be a useful reference point for practitioners working within relevant prosecuting authorities
and within law firms offering legal advice to soldiers

Soldiers and Civilians 2001

essays on the emerging military civilian divide in the united states

The Handbook of the International Law of Military Operations
2010-08-19

based on best practice rules of global importance this handbook offers authoritative
commentary and analysis of the international law of military operations encompassing self
defence peace operations and other uses of force renowned international lawyers offer insight
into the relevant principles and provisions

Easy Prey 1994

child soldiers are among the most tragic victims of the war in liberia although international
law forbids the use of children under the age of 15 as soldiers thousands of young children
have been involved in the fighting since it began in december 1989 the main rebel forces the
national patriotic front of liberia npfl and the united liberian movement for democracy in
liberia ulimo have consistently used children under the age of 18 including thousands under 15
children are also reportedly used by the other warring factions as a consequence thousands of
children in liberia have suffered cruelly during the war many have been killed or wounded or
witnessed terrible atrocities moreover many children themselves have been forced to take part
in the killing maiming or rape of civilians the use of children as soldiers presents grave
human rights problems many of these children have been killed during the conflict thus denied
the most basic right the right to life others have been forcibly conscripted by the warring
factions and separated from their families against their wills many have joined warring
factions to survive all have been denied a normal childhood reintegrating these children into
their communities is a task of immense difficulty some children s parents have been killed
their families have fled and no relatives can be found in others families have refused to take
children back because of the abuses they have committed human rights watch believes that 18 is
the minimum age at which people may properly take part in armed conflict cover

Of War and Law 2009-01-10

modern war is law pursued by other means once a bit player in military conflict law now shapes
the institutional logistical and physical landscape of war at the same time law has become a
political and ethical vocabulary for marking legitimate power and justifiable death as a
result the battlespace is as legally regulated as the rest of modern life in of war and law
david kennedy examines this important development retelling the history of modern war and
statecraft as a tale of the changing role of law and the dramatic growth of law s power not
only a restraint and an ethical yardstick law can also be a weapon a strategic partner a force
multiplier and an excuse for terrifying violence kennedy focuses on what can go wrong when
humanitarian and military planners speak the same legal language wrong for humanitarianism and



wrong for warfare he argues that law has beaten ploughshares into swords while encouraging the
bureaucratization of strategy and leadership a culture of rules has eroded the experience of
personal decision making and responsibility among soldiers and statesmen alike kennedy urges
those inside and outside the military who wish to reduce the ferocity of battle to understand
the new roles and the limits of law only then will we be able to revitalize our responsibility
for war

The Child Soldiers of Africa's Red Army 2021-12-23

this book examines the role of social process and routinised violence in the use of underaged
soldiers in the country now known as south sudan during the twenty one year civil war between
sudan s northern and southern regions drawing on accounts of south sudanese who as children
and teenagers were part of the red army the youth wing of the sudan people s liberation army
spla the book sheds light on the organised nature of the exploitation of children and youth by
senior adult figures within the movement the book also includes interviews with several of the
original red army commanders all of whom went on to hold senior positions within the military
and government of south sudan the author chronicles the cultural transformation experienced by
members of the red army and considers whether an analysis of the processes involved in what
was then africa s longest civil war can aid our understanding of south sudan s more recent
descent into ethnicised conflict as such it will appeal to scholars of sociology anthropology
and political science with interests in ethnography conflict and the military exploitation of
children

Child Soldiers in International Law 2005

can the use of children as soldiers be effectively regulated at an international level child
soldiers in international law examines how international law has developed to deal with this
problematic and emotive issue happold looks at the rules restricting the recruitment of
children into armed forces rules which though important are often flouted but also at the
wider legal issues arising from child soldiering to what extent can child soldiers be held
criminally liable for their conduct how should they be treated when captured how are states
obliged to demobilise and reintegrate them into their societies it also identifies a move away
towards enforcement through the prosecution of those who recruit child soldiers and proposals
for security council sanctions against governments and groups who breach their international
obligations by using children in armed conflicts this study will be essential reading for
those concerned with public international law human rights and the united nations and
peacekeeping

War Termination as a Civil-Military Bargain 2016-01-26

war termination reflects a civil military bargain and affects relevant decisions made by
political leaders for the leader embroiled in protracted war this risk dictates whether he or
she will commit more resources to the fight or else cut the state s losses and get out

Army Fatigues 2008

army fatigues chronicles the authors experience of a volunteer in israel during some of the
most stressful intifada years

The Military Balance 2022 2022-02-14

published each year since 1959 the military balance is an indispensable reference to the
capabilities of armed forces across the globe it is used by academia the media armed forces
the private sector and government it is an open source assessment of the military forces and
equipment inventories of 171 countries with accompanying defence economics and procurement
data alongside detailed country data the military balance assesses important defence issues by
region as well as key global trends such as in defence technology and equipment modernisation
this analysis is accompanied by full colour graphics including maps and illustrations with
extensive explanatory notes and reference information the military balance is as
straightforward to use as it is extensive the 2022 edition is accompanied by a fullcolour wall
chart illustrating security dynamics in the arctic

One Day the Soldiers Came 2009-10-13

today in violence torn regions across the globe 20 million children have been uprooted
orphaned or injured by war famine and poverty this is their story and ours in this powerful
and unforgettable book by turns painful funny terrifying and triumphant charles london takes
us into the world of refugee children celebrating their unique skills for survival and
reflection their remarkable stories and drawings chill the blood and touch the heart offering
an indelible first hand portrait of the war that rages beyond the headlines



Military Self-Interest in Accountability for Core
International Crimes 2013-07-17

what men will fight for seems to be worth looking into h l mencken noted shortly after the
close of the first world war prior to that war although many military commanders and theorists
had throughout history shown an aptitude for devising maxims concerning esprit de corps
fighting spirit morale and the like military organizations had rarely sought either to
understand or to promote combat motivation for example an officer who graduated from the royal
military college sandhurst at the end of the nineteenth century later commented that the art
of leadership was utterly neglected charlton 1931 p 48 while general wavell recalled that
during his course at the british staff college at camberley 1909 1 0 insufficient stress was
laid on the factor of morale or how to induce it and maintain it quoted in connell1964 p 63
the first world war forced commanders and staffs to take account of psychological factors and
to anticipate widejy varied responses to the combat environment because unlike most previous
wars it was not fought by relatively small and homogeneous armies of regulars and trained
reservists the mobilization by the belligerents of about 65 million men many of whom were
enrolled under duress the evidence of fairly widespread psychiatric breakdown and the postwar
disillusion xiii xiv preface emplified in books like c e montague s disenchantment published
in 1922 all tended to dispel assumptions and to provoke questions about mo tivation and morale

International intervention and the use of force : military and
police roles 2012

a global study of how soldiers lived worked and fought and how many died spanning from the
napoleonic war to world war ii no matter the war no matter the army no matter the nationality
common threads run through the experiences of men at war soldiers highlights these shared
experiences across 150 years of warfare from the napoleonic wars through world war ii and
everything in between such as the mexican and crimean wars the american civil war the u s
indian wars and britain s imperial bush wars the boxer rebellion the boer war the first world
war and more haymond explores the experiences that connect soldiers across time and space and
draws heavily from firsthand accounts to craft a narrative with flesh and blood immediacy
soldiers is entertaining and informative history at its best praise for soldiers what makes
soldiers an interesting read is haymond s writing style and technique of comparing the common
experiences of fighting men regardless of uniform and time served during the period highly
recommended for both scholars and students alike it is a must for readers interested in the
experience and psychology of being a warrior during this period military review the
professional journal of the united states army

Combat Motivation 2013-11-11

this is an account of the fall of singapore and japan s 1941 military campaign in malaya
through the eys of japanese soldiers who took part based on interviews memoirs war diaries and
other japanese language sources

Soldiers 2023-06-14

this book provides an original legal analysis of child soldiers recruited into armed groups or
forces committing mass atrocities and or genocide as the victims of the genocidal forcible
transfer of children legal argument is made regarding the lack of criminal culpability of such
child soldier recruits for conflict related international crimes and the inapplicability of
currently recommended judicial and non judicial accountability mechanisms in such cases the
book challenges various anthropological accounts of child soldiers alleged tactical agency to
resist committing atrocity as members of armed groups or forces committing mass atrocity and
or genocide also provided are original interpretations of relevant international law including
an interpretation of the rome statute age based exclusion from prosecution of persons who were
under 18 at the time of perpetrating the crime as substantive law setting an international
standard for the humane treatment of child soldiers

Guns of February 2004

this book examines how and why in the context of international relations children s
subjecthood has all too often been relegated to marginal terrains and children themselves
automatically associated with the need for protection in vulnerable situations as child
soldiers refugees and conflated with women all typically with the accent on the global south
challenging us to think critically about childhood as a technology of global governance the
authors explore alternative ways of finding children and their agency in a more central
position in ir in terms of various forms of children s activism children and climate change
children and security children and resilience and in their inevitable role in governing the
future focusing on the problems pitfalls promises and prospects of addressing children and



childhoods in international relations this book places children more squarely in the purview
of political subjecthood and hence more centrally in ir

Child Soldier Victims of Genocidal Forcible Transfer
2014-02-22

Military Law Review 1995

Discovering Childhood in International Relations 2020-06-13
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